Alterations in brainstem auditory processing, the acoustic startle response and sensorimotor gating of startle in Wistar audiogenic rats (WAR), an animal model of reflex epilepsies.
While acute audiogenic seizures in response to acoustic stimulus appear as an alteration in sensory-motor processing in the brainstem, the repetition of the stimulus leads to the spread of epileptic activity to limbic structures. Here, we investigated whether animals of the Wistar Audiogenic Rat (WAR) strain, genetically selected by inbreeding for seizure susceptibility, would have alterations in their auditory response, assessed by the auditory brainstem responses (ABR) and sensory-motor gating, measured as pre-pulse inhibition (PPI), which could be related to their audiogenic seizures susceptibility or severity. We did not find differences between the amplitudes and latencies of ABR waves in response to clicks for WARs when compared to Wistars. Auditory gain and symmetry between ears were also similar. However, hearing thresholds in response to some tones were lower and amplitudes of wave II were larger in WARs. WARs had smaller acoustic startle reflex amplitudes and the percentages of startle inhibited by an acoustic prepulse were higher for WARs than for Wistars. However, no correlation was found between these alterations and brainstem-dependent seizure severity or limbic seizure frequency during audiogenic kindling. Our data show that while WARs present moderate alterations in primary auditory processing, the sensory motor gating measured in startle/PPI tests appears to be more drastically altered. The observed changes might be correlated with audiogenic seizure susceptibility but not seizures severity.